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As part of my election to President of IWBF in July 2014 at the World Congress 
in Incheon, Korea, I pledged to focus on the four main areas in my tenure, they 
were development, communication, administration and marketing.

My first responsibility as president was to welcome the 
six new elected Executive Council members on board. 
The change in personnel offered the chance to modify 
work flows and implement new ideas which was done 
from the very beginning.

In the initial meeting 
of the Council, 
still in 2014, we 
concentrated on 
reflecting on the 
status quo of our 
federation as well 

as developing visions for the future. The meeting was 
conducted by an external professional moderator, with 
expertise in communication and marketing, the aim to 
expand the minds of the Council to the new opportunities 
and aspects available for the organisation.

The first objective was to concentrate on development, 
and to evolve a clear concept and strategy on how 
to improve and implement sustainable resources 
on a world level that would support and grow the 
sport, in collaboration with our zones. An important 
part of the strategy was to increase our network of 
stakeholders who work in this field, and area we have 
taken successful strides forward in, with important co-
operation agreements signed with both the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the United 
Nations Office on Sport for Development and Peace 
(UNOSDP).

To be able to attain my second goal - improving the 
communication of IWBF - we undertook an analysis of 
IWBF’s communication tools and skills, both internal 
and external.

The result was a complete revision of our communication 
structures and processes, including better and 
increased use of our social media channels, the IWBF 
e-news and FIBA Daily, to allow us to engage with a 
wider audience. The creation of a new website which 
was launched ahead of the Rio 2016 Paralympic 
Games, to maximise our exposure and capture interest 
from across the globe. Plus, the endeavour to intensify 
our interaction with our NOWBs, to inform and share 
with them IWBF’s ongoing activities and efforts.

Administration was also a key element that needed to 
be addressed to guarantee the optimal performance 
of IWBF. An effective workforce, that balanced full-
time staff and volunteers, was devised under the name 
‘Operations’ to manage the day to day running of the 
federation and relieve the Secretary General of what was 
currently a very large workload. In April 2016, thanks to 
the support of the German Federation, Norbert Kucera 
became IWBF’s first dedicated staff member and took 
over the management of ‘Operations’ and led in the 
establishment of the administration section. 

In addition to this appointment, the German Federation 
also have assisted in providing IWBF with two other 
members of staff, a Communication and Marketing 
Manager and a person dedicated to Operations 
Management, supporting the work of the commissions. 
There are also nine additional individuals who assist 
IWBF on either a volunteer base or are part of the 
workforce kindly provided by FIBA.

Foreward

president
Ulf Mehrens

DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATION
ADMINISTRATION

MARKETING
GLOBAL COMMUNICATION

CONCERNS US ALL -
IT’S NOT A ONE-WAY STREET
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Our main target for the next term is to continue to put a 
strong impetus on creating a sustainable administration 
process for our federation, this will include the necessity 
to discover new financial resources to allow IWBF to 
independently employ its own personnel. The strategy 
is for a small staff leadership group to optimise output 
and maintain the capacity of work required by working 
with our highly competent and motivated volunteers.

Another area in which I wanted to focus on in my first 
term of presidency was marketing, and I stressed that 
IWBF had to start acting in this field. As our sport 
continues to grow, the public interest and media 
coverage of our major events increases, this opens up 
business opportunities we have to be primed for. 

We have cautiously taken our first steps into the world 
of marketing and can already report our first success, 
the new partnership agreement with Molten as a global 
partner and official ball supplier. Additionally, we are 
proud to have signed an agreement with ‘Dentsu’ one 
of the largest advertising and marketing agencies in 
the world. However, acquiring sponsors and partners 
comes with its own obligations and we must be 
prepared to deliver what we promise. Our events 
and our hosts must meet the high standards we set 
demonstrating the value of our sport and its public 
appeal. We have just started to make progress in this 
area and we are confident that the next term will bring a 
significant increase of financial income from sponsors 
and partners.

In the second half of my term, we have also been 
preparing ourselves for the intended departure of the 
Secretary General in August 2018. After sixteen years 
of serving as a fulltime volunteer, IWBF are proud to be 
able to credit the continued growth of our organisation 
with one name, Mrs Maureen Orchard. Without 
Maureen, IWBF would not be where it is today, and 
there are no words which can express our gratitude. 

Over the past two years, to make the transition process 
as smooth as possible, Maureen has transferred 
responsibilities and knowledge to ‘Operations’ and to 
her potential successor. Despite the handover being 
made, there will be no doubt that Maureen’s knowledge 
will be required from time to time when new challenges 
arise, and it is reassuring to know Maureen will be on 
hand for advice should IWBF need it.

One of the most important undertakings that has 
happened during the last four years is the burgeoning co-
operation between ourselves and FIBA, as it underlies 
most of our activity. FIBA continued to champion 
IWBF’s evolution, warmly welcoming the relocation of 
our headquarters to the House of Basketball, in Mies, 
Switzerland in 2015, as well as providing us with a 
liaison officer at FIBA, to assist our Secretary General. 

Following taking 
office at the House 
of Basketball, IWBF 
now intends to 
move the legal seat 
of the organisation 
to Switzerland. 
Regardless of the challenges faced to close the 
registered company in Great Britain and establish the 
non-profit organisation under Swiss law, our move to 
Switzerland provides the best set up for the future of 
IWBF as well as significant advantages to be situated 
under the same laws as the majority of international 
sport federations.

As outlined, IWBF has been very active under my 
presidency and I am delighted to be able to announce 
that, as well as already delivering on a number of 
the key topics as promised, we have made inroads 
into many others, all of which are fundamental to our 
organisation. 

Nevertheless, this is just the beginning. There are a 
great deal of new challenges ahead and much work in 
front of us to meet these in order to achieve success. 
We will only succeed if we all pull together, zones, 
NOWBs, athletes, officials and volunteers, united under 
the same concept: We are Wheelchair Basketball.

Respectfully given, May 2018

Ulf Mehrens,  
President

Strong partners 
help us to be
successful

WE ARE A PROUD 
PART OF THE

BIG FAMILY OF
BASKETBALL
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SECRETARY GENERAL 
Maureen Orchard

It is a privilege for me to report to you on the occasion of the seventh World 
Congress of IWBF. I hope you will bear with me as I share with you a short story 
about how I got to where I am at now.

In my report to you in 2014 I spoke about the many 
changes that I had seen since I came on the Executive 
Council in 1998 as President Competition. At that time, 
we had just hired our first full time Secretary General. 
This was meant to be our first step in professionalizing 
the IWBF office. However, it became clear that we 
were not yet financially ready for this move. When the 
Secretary General decided to resign and return to his 
previous work, IWBF returned to a full-time volunteer 
Executive Council in late 2002. I had just been elected 
President and agreed with the support of the Executive 
that I would assume the role of President and Secretary 
General for the rest of the term while we evaluated our 
next steps. This decision was extended for two more 
terms in 2006 and again in 2010. 

During the period 2010 – 2014 it became clear to 
me that I had to step down as President or Secretary 
General if IWBF was to meet its full potential. I knew 
that it was not possible for one person to properly 
do the job of two any longer. So, in 2013 I told the 
Executive that I would not be standing for President 
and the rest as they say is history. 

I agreed to continue on as Secretary General for one 
term only until 2018. I did this because I believed it 
would be important that I work with Ulf and the new 
Executive to find my replacement and to be part of the 
transition to paid staff.

I have enjoyed this last four years working in a new 
capacity with a President and Executive Council that 
assumed completely the role of policy makers while I 
assumed the role of overseeing the administration of 
the Federation.

Over the past four years, IWBF has continued to grow 
in all areas, number of members, number of new and 
exciting world and zone competitions, numbers of 
International Technical Officials. Our players’ skills 
continue to take the sport to a new level and at the Rio 
2016 Paralympic Games we had a chance to show the 
world our progress and our wonderful athletes did not 
let us down. They proved that wheelchair basketball 
continues to thrive and excite. As in London they played 
before a world audience who saw not only great games 
but full houses of cheering fans. Wheelchair Basketball 
sold more tickets in Rio than any other sport. That really 
says it all!

Since my last report in 2014 in Incheon, Korea we held 
a successful Women’s U25 World Championship in 
China and while there were only six countries present 
we showed our members that U25 is here to stay. 
When we introduced the U23 (Junior Men’s) in 1997 
there were eight teams in 2001 there were only six 
and some said it could not survive. Like the women 
we saw the number of countries fluctuated at first 
but there is no question now about the viability of the 
event. We played the U23 Men’s World Championship 
in Toronto, Canada in 2017 where 12 teams from all 
four zones played to record numbers of online viewers. 
More importantly, each zone had to hold a qualification 
tournament to decide what countries would be 
participating.

In the past 4 years IWBF has 
continued to grow in all 

areas
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In 2014 we took a big chance, we increased the 
number of teams at the World Championships for men 
to 16 and for women to 12. For the first time since 
1994 we went back to holding the championships at 
separate locations. Both events were great successes 
and this year (2018) we will once again bring the World 
Championships together in Hamburg – 28 teams 
in - all, playing over 11 days – it will be an amazing 
number of games and I am confident that our World 
Championships will only continue to get better.

At the first Executive Council meeting after Incheon in 
2014 we acknowledged that IWBF had to increase its 
media presence. It was key to our financial success and 
to the continued growth of the sport around the world 
that the world knew about what was happening on a 
regular basis. This was a promise from our President 
when he took office and he has certainly lead the way 
in making it happen.

We can be very pleased with the growth of the IWBF in 
this area, our webpage is one we can be proud of, it is 
regularly updated, and more and more is becoming the 

place to go for news about the sport. Much credit goes 
to Stephanie Gagne who has really grown into the job 
of Communication and Marketing Manager. While I am 
not up on all the social media channels - I know that 
Steph and others are, and this is one other way to keep 
our name before the world.

Over the past two years we have expanded our work 
force to include two full time paid staff and two part 
time paid staff. In addition, we are receiving assistance 
from FIBA in several very important areas. This growth 
required us to become more accountable and directed. 

I am pleased with the work done by Norbert Kucera 
in developing the concept of our Operations team. It 
has taken some time to get in place, but we can be 
very comfortable that we are being served well in this 
area now. I have enjoyed working with Norbert on the 
transition from the one to the many. I hope I have done 
my job well in mentoring and then getting out of the way 
as the new era takes over. 

Over the years I have 
had the pleasure of 

representing IWBF at both 
FIBA and IPCI am confident that our 

World Championships will 
only continue to get better.
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In 2002 when I became President we were, according 
to Steve Spilka our treasurer, a few months from being 
bankrupt. A bit of an exaggeration but not too much of 
one. We were paying a full time Secretary General with 
very little income coming in. I am please to say that we 
have reversed that now. We have a more stable financial 
picture and with the work being done in marketing and 
sponsorship our financial forecast seems healthy. We 
must not forget how easy it would be to get in financial 
trouble if we are not careful, but we must also not be 
afraid to spend when necessary to help our programs 
grow.

Over the years I have had the pleasure of representing 
IWBF at both FIBA and IPC. In the last 4 years I am 
pleased to say that Ulf and Norbert have taken on a 
much more active role with FIBA and IPC as I prepare 
to step down. We are well respected by both of these 
organizations and I am confident that will continue.

In 2017 I was very much involved in the creation of 
the Association of Paralympic Sports Organizations 
APSO which replaced the old IPC Sport Council. I 
was elected to the Board of Directors of APSO from 
2017 – 2021. I believe that APSO has an important job 
in its role of representing the concerns of International 
Federations on the Paralympic Games calendar to IPC.

I am pleased to report 
that our membership 
continues to grow, 
we will ask you 
to accept six new 
members into full 

membership at this Congress. We still have some 
members who are not fully involved in many ways, 
for many it is finances, for some it is the size of their 
country and for some it is just not being able to find 
the human resources necessary to get their programs 
going. I urge the new Executive to work with the zones 
to try to find a solution to this problem over the next 
four years.

I said in 2006 that I believed that the strength of our 
sport lies in the willingness of our zones to work for a 
stronger global IWBF. I still believe this.

While our numbers continue to grow in all areas we 
must not become complacent, we need to always be 
striving to improve, to find a way to listen to the athletes, 
the coaches, the volunteers and you our members if we 
are to stay the best sport in the IPC movement.

I hope to have the opportunity to meet many of you in 
the future, I wish you all the best.

Maureen Orchard,  
Secretary General

to work for 
a stronger 

global IWBF
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IWBF EUROPE 
35 NOWBs

IWBF AMERICAS 
22 NOWBs

IWBF AFRICA 
19 NOWBs

IWBF ASIA OCEANIA 
30 NOWBs

The International Wheelchair Basketball Federation (IWBF) is the governing body for wheelchair basketball around 
the world. IWBF is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to provide opportunities for persons with a lower limb 
disability to play the game of wheelchair basketball.

OUR VISION

For wheelchair basketball to be recognised 
as the premier sport in the world; inspiring 
all nations and transforming lives through 
its impact on society. 

ORGANISE
To organise, develop and support 
international wheelchair basketball 
competitions of the highest quality 

worldwide.

DEVELOP
To encourage the growth and 
development of the sport in an 
increasing number of countries 

with an organised programme of 
education and instruction. 

PROMOTE
To promote, supervise and direct 
the sport of wheelchair basketball 

throughout the world. 

OUR MISSION OUR ZONES

106* National Organisations of WheelchairBasketball (NOWBs) worldwide

commissions 

IWBF has four permanent commissions, they are:

 – Technical Commission

 – Player Classification Commission 

 – Competitions Commission 

 – Commission for Legal Matters and Eligibility 
(CLME) 

The permanent commissions have a four-year term of office identical to that of the Executive Council. 

*8 new members to be ratified at Congress 2018
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Referee Operations

A strategy to reduce the average age of officials was 
implemented in 2016

AVERAGE AGE OF OFFICIALS

PROMOTE YOUNG POTENTIAL NATIONAL 
REFEREES

2015 the first clinic for U 30 potential referees has 
taken place in Toronto. 11 officials participated. Five 
are international referees now.

technical
report

Rules of the Game

The Technical Commission and it members represent the leadership in officiating around the world, the unification 
of the standards of refereeing in the different Zones and the uniform interpretetations of the playing rules.

APPROVED MAJOR RULE CHANGES SINCE 2014

 – Modifications to wheelchair design were made to 
avoid injuries of players and protect floor and chair 
damages

 – Faking a foul is introduced as an unsportsmanlike 
behaviour and sanctioned with a technical foul

 – The unsportsmanlike rule has been modified 
to maintain the dynamic nature of the game in 
transition

 – Unsportsmanlike foul in combination with a 
technical foul leads to disqualification of the player

 – A first summary of the most important modifications 
in the referee mechanics was published end of 
2016

 – Translations of the rules, interpretations and the 
mechanics are provided online for download to a 
bigger audience

43
years

40
years

2014 2018

14 Refresher Clinics 
offered worldwide

20 Examination Clinics 
offered

56 New zone and 
international referees

41 Zonal referees for 
2018-2022

111 international referees 
2018-2022

FACTS AND FIGURES 2014-2018
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Quality counts

Gender equality is a target of the Technical 
Commission. To encourage young females and to 
inspire them for officiating in wheelchair basketball 
starts in the NOWBs. 

We promote gender equality

The number of female referees rised by 5% and 
reached a number of 26 active female officials 
worldwide in 2018.

REFEREE EXCHANGE PROGRAM

For main competitions in each zone referees and 
supervisors from another zone are exchanged to learn 
from each other, to get input and give support.

REFEREE INSIDE COMMUNICATION

A new online referee webpage is developed and will 
encourage the internal dialogue and exchange of 
resources to all IWBF referees who are registered.

OUR OFFICALS ARE PROFESSIONAL 
VOLUNTEERS - BUT EXPERTS

Each referee must attend and successfully complete a 
refresher clinic every four years. The testing includes 
a theoretical exam, wheelchair specific knowledge and 
a physical running test.

Additionally, beforehand each major IWBF event a full 
day briefing clinic is organized.

EMPHASISING WHEELCHAIR SPECIFIC 
KNOWLEDGE

In all clinics in 2014 to 2018 a practical session using 
wheelchairs was included in the program. Referees 
must know how to use the wheelchair to anticipate 
contact situations and movements in the real game.

INTERNATIONAL REFEREE INSTRUCTORS

There are a hand selected group of international 
referee instructors, who have a unique understanding 
about officiating, they assist to ensure that our 
referees around the world have top level knowledge 
and a consistent approach.

They must attend special clinics for instructors to 
improve their teaching and communication skills. 

As approved by the Executive Council, only 
instructors may license referees and teach in refresher 
clinics.

OFFICIALS AS AMBASSADORS OF IWBF

Our referees represent a major important factor for 
the overall appearance of IWBF. The expectations 
are high, from athletes, coaches, public and the 
federation.

PROMOTING FEMALE REFEREES

In our game we have no gender 
differentiation for officals.

in IWBF female referees are assigned 
for both men and women games - 
same as the male officials.
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competition 
report

The Competition Commission is responsible for ensuring the integrity and delivery of wheelchair 
basketball at all major sporting events such as the World Championships and the Summer 
Paralympic Games. 

It is responsible to ensure appropriate regulations and competitive pathways are in place for nations to compete, 
this includes developing new disciplines and systems for competition. 

Over the past four years, our World Championship programme has seen incredibly competitive Zonal Championships 
together with World Championships being hosted in China, Toronto and now Germany. The quality on court at 
these events and the zonal qualification events gets better and more competitive year on year.

Competition Commission for 2014-2018 has been:

Charlie Bethel GBR Chairman

Greg Warnecke AUS Member

Joanna Sutherland GBR Member

Hans Tukker NED Member

Marcus Thompson NZL Member

Charles Saunders RSA Member

Invited members

Don Perriman Asia Oceania

Dirk Cossear Europe

Stephen Bach Americas

Ex-officio members

Maureen Orchard CAN

Ulf Mehrens GER

Charlie Bethel 
Competition Commission Chairman
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Spots for Paralympics 2016 Rio - men

Spots for world championship 2018 - men

Spots for world championship 2018 - women

Spots for Paralympics 2016 Rio - women

1* 1 spot Host country Americas
2* 1 spot Zone Africa
3* 1 spot Zone Americas
4* 1 spot Zone Asia-Oceania
5* 1 spot Zone Europe
6 World Championship 2014 place 1 Asia-Oceania
7 World Championship 2014 place 2 Americas
8 World Championship 2014 place 3 Europe
9 World Championship 2014 place 4 Europe
10 World Championship 2014 place 5 Europe
11 World Championship 2014 place 6 Asia-Oceania
12 World Championship 2014 place 7 Europe
*guaranteed spot

1* 1 spot Host country Europe
2* 1 spot Zone Africa
3* 1 spot Zone Americas
4* 1 spot Zone Asia-Oceania
5* 1 spot Zone Europe
6 Paralympic Games 2016 place 1 Americas
7 Paralympic Games 2016 place 2 Europe
8 Paralympic Games 2016 place 3 Europe
9 Paralympic Games 2016 place 4 Europe
10 Paralympic Games 2016 place 5 Americas
11 Paralympic Games 2016 place 6 Asia-Oceania
12 Paralympic Games 2016 place 7 Europe
13 Paralympic Games 2016 place 8 Europe
14 Paralympic Games 2016 place 9 Asia-Oceania
15 Paralympic Games 2016 place 10 Asia-Oceania
16 Paralympic Games 2016 place 11 Americas
*guaranteed spot

1* 1 spot Host country Europe
2* 1 spot Zone Africa
3* 1 spot Zone Americas
4* 1 spot Zone Asia-Oceania
5* 1 spot Zone Europe
6 Paralympic Games 2016 place 1 Americas
7 Paralympic Games 2016 place 2 Europe
8 Paralympic Games 2016 place 3 Europe
9 Paralympic Games 2016 place 4 Americas
10 Paralympic Games 2016 place 5 Europe
11 Paralympic Games 2016 place 6 Asia-Oceania
12 Paralympic Games 2016 place 7 Americas
*guaranteed spot

1* 1 spot Host country Americas
2* 1 spot Zone Africa
3* 1 spot Zone Americas
4* 1 spot Zone Asia-Oceania
5* 1 spot Zone Europe
6 World Championship 2014 place 1 Americas
7 World Championship 2014 place 2 Europe
8 World Championship 2014 place 3 Europe
9 World Championship 2014 place 4 Americas
10 World Championship 2014 place 5 Europe
*guaranteed spot

1 AUS
2 USA
3 TUR
4 ESP
5 ITA
6 KOR
7 GBR

1 USA
2 ESP
3 GBR
4 TUR
5 BRA
6 AUS
7 NED
8 GER
9 JPN
10 IRI
11 CAN

1 USA
2 GER
3 NED
4 GBR
5 CAN
6 CHN
7 BRA

1 CAN
2 GER
3 NED
4 USA
5 GBR

1

1

1

1

africa

africa

africa

africa

americas

americas

americas

americas

asia-oceania

asia-oceania

asia-oceania

asia-oceania

europe

europe

europe

europe

3

4

4

4

3

4

2

1

5

7

5

4

TOTAL SPOTS

TOTAL SPOTS

TOTAL SPOTS

TOTAL SPOTS

WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

2014, KOREA

PARALYMPIC 
GAMES 2016, 

KOREA

PARALYMPIC 
GAMES 2016, 

KOREA

WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
2014, CANADA
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Men’s Under 23 World Championships 2017

Hosts - Toronto, Canada

Canada is no stranger to hosting 
amazing events and Canada once 
again did wheelchair basketball proud 
when they hosted the World Under 23 
Championships for Men.

Gold - Great Britain
Silver - Turkey
Bronze - Australia
4. Japan
5. Germany
6. Canada
7. France
8. Iran
9. USA
10. Italy
11. Brazil
12. South Africa

Women’s Under 25 World Championships 2015

Hosts - Beijing, China

Following on from the success of China 
hosting the Summer Paralympic Games 
in 2008, China hosted a fantastic U25 
World Championships for Women in 
2015.

Gold - Great Britain
Silver - Australia
Bronze - China
4. Canada
5. Germany
6. Japan

Rio 2016 Summer Paralympic Games

Hosts - Rio, Brazil

Rio 2016 Paralympic Games were a big success for everyone 
– the athletes, the organisers, the spectators and especially 
for wheelchair basketball.

Ticket sales sold 85% of the tickets available. Across the 
9 days of action a total of 354,734 sold, in comparison the 
ticket sales from the athletics were 319,564.

Gold - USA
Silver - Germany
Bronze - Netherlands
4. Great Britain
5. Canada
6. China
7. Brazil
8. France
9. Argentina
10. Algeria

Gold - USA
Silver - Spain
Bronze - Great Britain
4. Turkey
5. Brazil
6. Australia
7. Netherlands
8. Germany
9. Japan
10. Iran
11. Canada
12. Algeria

Men Women
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LOOKING AHEAD

TOKYO 2020

Wheelchair basketball was confirmed in the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games event programme. The wheelchair basketball 
competition will remain unchanged from Rio 2016, including two 
medal events (1 men’s and 1 women’s) and 264 athlete slots (144 
men and 120 women).

IWBF’s preparation is well underway for the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games in collaboration with the Japanese Wheelchair 
Basketball Federation, Tokyo 2020 LOC and IPC.

Development of Competition

3X3 

With the development of a new format for wheelchair basketball and new rules we have opened a new world to 
wheelchair basketball.

 – 3x3 will allow for countries to gain international success where they may have struggled in the more 
traditional 5x5 discipline of our sport.

 – Half court 3x3 wheelchair basketball is now all of our responsibility. 

 – Open World Championships is proposed for late 2019 or early 2020 - nations to be invited to bid shortly.

NEW COMPETITIONS

 – Commonwealth Games - 3x3 wheelchair basketball will be included at 2022 
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham, UK.

 – The World Games - working with the World Games organization with the aim of 
wheelchair basketball potentially being part of the 2021 Games in Birmingham, 
USA.

 – Continue to target many more opportunities throughout the World for our 
members.

GAME COMMISSIONERS AND TECHNICAL DELEGATES

 – A major priority of the Competition Commission is to develop a Game Commissioner programme, which 
will include a pathway to transition Game Commissioner’s in to Technical Delegates and broaden our 
reach across all zones and countries. 

REGULATIONS

 – Review of the regulations to ensure high professional standards are set. 

 – Implemented and adhered to throughout all World competition host contracts.

 – Ensure the sport is able to capitalise on every opportunity to grow.

 – The development of a new draw system and format for 16 team tournaments aims to balance both the 
quality of teams and the fair distribution of different teams from the same zone.
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classification 
report

Over the past four years:

Don Perriman 
Classification Commission Chairman

Classification Commission for 2014-2018 has been:

Don Perriman AUS Chairman

Jayne Chilutti USA

Regina Costa POR Classification Officer, 
Europe

Eduardo DeGaray MEX

Anne Lachance CAN  Classification Officer, 
Americas

Loleta Krige RSA Classification Officer, 
Africa

Bartosz Molik POL

All are Instructors/Examiners as are:

Toufic Allouche LBN Classification Officer, 
Asia Oceania

Kenny Mackay GBR

Advisors for minimal disability applications:

Dinh Tan Trien FRA

Hans Vorsteveld NED

20+

250

20+New Classifiers (over half 
internationally qualified)

new players classified 
internationally

international tournaments 
with classifiers present

new secure online world 
classification database
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Zonal Classification

 – The Classification Officers of each Zone have had a substantial workload, especially in Europe and the 
Americas where with the expansion of the number of international tournaments, they are required to attend 
and nominate panels on a more regular basis. 

 – In Asia Oceania there has been a notable increase in the number of classifiers, as the Zone attempts to 
have a trained classifier in all active NOWBs. 

 – Identifying potential classifiers in Africa remains problematic. 

Classifier Training

 – The classifier training programme has now been in place for over 5 years and has proven to be a valuable 
tool in the consistency of our candidate training. 

 – A review of the classification programme will take place which will include identifying new instructors to 
take the programme forwards. This will encompass small changes in the way players are observed and 
also the progress in administration of classification.

 – Continue to attract high quality personnel to classification training courses, ensuring the next generation 
of classifiers are of the highest calibre.

The Classification Database

 – A comprehensive database of players from across the world has been developed and securely launched 
online.

 – Accessible to all certified classifiers.

 – The new database has improved the way a player’s classification is shared across zones, countries and 
tournaments. 

 – Simplified reporting and evaluation processes.

Meeting of Classifiers

 – In 2016 a meeting of classifiers from across the world was held in Malle, Belgium.

 – It is proposed that this be a regular event on the calendar going forward.

Minimal Disability Applications

 – Applications for Minimal Disability are now administered by IWBF Operations, allowing for a more 
streamlined and timely process.

 – The Classification Commission is looking at formulating a player registration form to assist countries and 
create a more consistent approach to applications.

IPC and the Classification Code

 – IWBF continues to have a good working relationship with the IPC and remains committed to the IPC 
Classification Code. 

 – IWBF has regularly attended the IPC Heads of Classification meetings, where all sports gather to discuss 
issues of common interest and look at ways in which sports can help each other improve standards and 
processes. It is expected that this will continue in the future.
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finance

2014/15

 – 2014 Year End

 – Strategy Meeting Budget 2015 realignment

 – Changing banking details

 – Updating accounting software (Sage 50)

 – Preparing and distribution of 2015 Member 
Invoices and Statements

 – Receiving Member payments

 – Online banking

 – Draft 2016 Budget

2016

 – 2015 Year End

 – Preparing and distribution of 2016 Member 
Invoices and Statements

 – Receiving Member payments

 – Draft 2017 Budget

2017

 – 2016 Year End

 – Preparing and distribution of 2017 Member 
Invoices and Statements

 – Receiving Member payments

 – Day to day Financial Operations moved for 
Head Office

 – Treasury Reference Guide to facilitate 
operations by the staff at Head Office

 – Draft 2018 Budget

2018

 – 2017 Year End

 – Preparing and distribution of 2018 Member 
Invoices and Statements

 – Receiving Member payments

 – IWBF Foundation Research

 – Goods in Kind Incorporation (Draft) 
IWBF thanks FIBA for overall support 
(financially and on administrative level) and 
for the provision of personnel, and for the 
support on personnel level to the German 
federation, The Rehabilitation Center BG 
Klinikum Hamburg and The Rehabilitation 
Center BG Klinikum Halle.
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2014

$200,000

$200,000

$200,000

$400,000

$400,000

$400,000

$600,000

$600,000

$600,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

2014

2014

2015

2015

2015

2016

2016

2016

2017

2017

2017

DEFICIT
SURPLUS
EXPENDITURE
INCOME
CREDITORS
CASH
DEBTORS
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operations

WHO WE ARE

IWBF ‘Operations’ began in 2016 as a result of an intensive review of all work flows and administrative processes 
inside our organization.

TARGETS

 – Provide service and support to the Secretariat 
of IWBF, the Secretary General.

 – Create and define sustainable structures in 
the federation which are no longer personally 
identifiable.

 – Help the IWBF Commissions in daily routine 
work and with special projects.

 – Assure regular input to all external 
communication channels.

 – Support and develop marketing and business 
opportunities.

 – Be on hand to assist our NOWBs.

STRATEGY

 – With a small group of full-time staff leading a 
large pool of eager and suitable volunteers in 
a variety of areas.

 – Using the infrastructure of our partner FIBA 
to optimize processes and use synergies 
effectively.

 – Develop activities to be self-financed by 
IWBF.

Commission Support Referee	Department

Classification Department

Dept.	Secretary General Accounting	

Legal	Consultants	

Communication	&	Marketing Communication

Partners	Care	&	Services

FIBA	Liason Office

Damir	Kunosic
José	Cardoso

N.N.

N.N.	- Editors

Steph Gagne
N.N.
Mareike	Miller

Tomas	Pajer

Jon	Burford
Dino	Durakovic
Dr Thilo	Tetzlaff

IWBF	at	FIBA	HQ FIBA	Staff &	Resources

Norbert	Kucera

Mareike	Miller	

Steph Gagne

Kosta	Iliev	

paid voluntary FIBA	support

IWBF	‘operations‘	structure chart 2018

IWBF	Anti-Doping	Manager
Natalie	St.	Cyr	Clarke
Jeongmi Gwak
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communication

A strategic aim over the last four years was to improve the IWBF’s communication to ensure we serve our 
wheelchair basketball family and the wider basketball community with first-hand information and up to date news on 
our competitions and events, as well increasing the popularity of our wonderful sport and opening new marketing 
opportunities.

Main Achievements for the 2014 - 2018 period include:

LAUNCH OF NEW IWBF WEBSITE

A new website was launched ahead of the Rio 2016 Paralympic. The website was designed to provide the ultimate 
user-friendly experience with improved navigation and functionality throughout, allowing the general public to access 
information about the sport including news and events.

NEW PROFESSIONAL, FULL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

IMPLEMENTATION OF A COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY WITH ITS OBJECTIVES BEING:

LAUNCH OF NEW .BASKETBALL DOMAIN

IWBF became one of the early adopters of the new 
.basketball digital identity, with its own new domain 
name wheelchair.basketball.

UPDATED DESIGN AND MORE REGULAR 
IWBF NEWSLETTERS

INCREASED USE OF ALL IWBF’S DIGITAL 
CHANNELS

Raise and drive awareness of the IWBF 
brand.

Build and promote a recognised image 
for wheelchair basketball.

Promote elite wheelchair basketball 
athletes as role models and stars of 
the sport.

Implement a global joined up 
communication plan across all zones.
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23,000 
Fans across all social media 

channels

282% 
increase in followers between 

2014 - 2017

1679 
1679 followers since launching 

Instagram account in 2016

255,269 
website visits since launch of 

new website in August 2016

378% 
Increase in followers between 

2014 - 2017

4000 
videos viewed on 

youtube

digital
outreach
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Executive Committee
Hamid El Aouni MAR President

Halimi Rabah ALG Vice President Northern Region

Olawale Adebukola Olopade NGR Vice President Central Region

Yoliswa Lumka RSA Vice President Southern Region

Charles Saunders RSA  Technical Officer

Loleta Krige RSA Classification Officer

Shawn Moorgas (Appointed) RSA Secretary General

Membership

iwbf

africa
report

ALGERIA 

ANGOLA 

CAMEROON

EGYPT

ERITEA

GABON

GAMBIA

GHANA

KENYA 

LIBYA

MAURITIUS

MOROCCO

NIGERIA 

REP OF GUINEA

SOUTH AFRICA 

SUDAN

UGANDA*

ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

Major Competitions

2015 2016 2017 2018

ALGERIA  
MEN

SOUTH AFRICA  
MEN

MOROCCO 
MEN

Paralympic Zonal 
Qualification

UNDER 23 
Qualification

world Zonal 
Qualification

world 
championships

ALGERIA  
WOMEN

ALGERIA  
WOMEN

1. ALG
2. MAR
3. RSA
4. EGY
5. NGR
6. LBA

1. RSA
2. NGR
3. ZIM

1. MAR
2. ALG
3. EGY
4. RSA
5. ANG
6. ZIM
7. KEN

1. ALG
2. RSA
3. NGR
4. MAR

1. ALG
2. RSA
3. ZIM
4. KEN

Men  
Rankings

Men  
Rankings

Men  
Rankings

Women  
Rankings

Women  
Rankings

*To be ratified as member at Congress 2018
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skills capacity

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

African Zone Paralympic  
Qualification Tournament Men

OCT 2015, Algeria

Africa World Championship  
Qualification Tournament Men
NOV 2017, South Africa

African Zone Paralympic  
Qualification Tournament Women

OCT 2015, Algeria

Africa World Championship  
Qualification Tournament Women

NOV 2017, South Africa

Qualified

Qualified

Qualified

Qualified

6 teams

6 teams

4 teams

4 teams

12 teams - men

16 teams - men

10 teams - women

12 teams - women

1 spot

1 spot

1 spot

1 spot

9 16

4

5

7

3 2

1

1

1. Alg

1. mar

1. Alg

1. Alg

algeria

morocco

algeria

algeria

2. MaR

2. alg

2. RSA

2. RSA

3. RSA

3. egy

3. NIG

3. zim

2015

technical 
workshop

Classification 
workshop

Classification 
workshop

technical 
workshop

technical 
workshop

2016 2017
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Development 

IWBF Africa has adopted a direct approach to technical 
and classification development within Africa. This 
focused effort has resulted in the call up of technical 
officials to three successive Paralympics and various 
World Championships. 

Through our development process we have increased 
our zonal based referees and classifiers as well. In 
so doing we are able to effectively disseminate the 
knowledge and experience gained through international 
exposure across Africa.

This however has influenced the coaching and game development to be more the responsibilities of the regions and 
also individual countries. Although regions and countries have progressed there is still a great need now to further 
improve the coaching and game development within Africa. 

It is the goal of IWBF Africa to access certain supporting funding mechanisms to achieve this as our current budget 
only allows for the management of the zone and its qualifying events. Although coaching and game development 
have seen various levels of success with countries what is emerging within Africa is the new development. This 
development although far from international standard, indicates that Africa is still developing wheelchair basketball 
in both the men’s and women’s game. 

Stand out examples is the development of the women’s 
game within Africa with eight countries having national 
sides that can compete within qualification tournaments. 
For the first time in history a women’s team, Algeria, 
represented the Africa Zone at Rio 2016 Summer 
Paralympics.

Under 23 Development has also progressed 
within various countries however ever-changing 
circumstances within the regulations of sporting bodies 
are affecting these programs as funding avenues are 
put under demanding pressures.

New development has been monitored within, Ethiopia, South Sudan, Gabon, Senegal and more recently Swaziland.

Currently Ethiopia has nine men’s teams and eight women’s teams from six regions actively participating in 
wheelchair basketball activities. South Sudan are also noted to have 62 players, four coaches and four referees 
nationwide with basketball courts in three states. This development is funded through various avenues however still 
remains a challenge for all countries in Africa.
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iwbf

americas
report

Executive Committee
Cristina Roselló URU President

Juan Alberto García ESA Vice President Central American Region

Jeff Downes USA Vice President North America Region

José Herrera Poncio VEN Vice President South America Region

Maureen Orchard CAN Treasurer

Steve Bach CAN  Competition Officer

Jorge Bestilleiro ARG Technical Officer

Anne Lachance CAN Classification Officer

Dilka Benitez PUR Development Officer

O. Sergio Durand MEX Secretary General

Membership

ARGENTINA

BOLIVIA

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHILE

COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA

CUBA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC*

ECUADOR

EL SALVADOR

GUATEMALA

HONDURAS

JAMAICA

MEXICO

NICARAGUA

PANAMA

PERU

PUERTO RICO

URUGUAY

USA

VENEZUELA

*To be ratified as member at Congress 2018
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QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

Parapan American  
Championship Men

AUG 2015, Canada

Parapan American  
Championship Women
AUG 2015, Canada

Qualified

Qualified

8 teams

8 teams

12 teams - men

10 teams - women

3 spots

4 spots

1. usa

1. usa

usa, can, arg

usa, can, bra, arg

2. can

2. can

3. arg

3. bra

competitions

2014 1st 2nd 3rd

South American Para Regional 
Games

Santiago, Chile 25 - 30 March 2014 Argentina Brazil Colombia

Men’s Central American and 
Caribbean Championships 2014

City of Guatemala, 
Guatemala

1-6 November 2014 Mexico Venezuela Puerto Rico

2015 1st 2nd 3rd

Women’s South American 
Championships 2015

Cali, Colombia 1-7 March 2015 Brazil Argentina Peru

2016 1st 2nd 3rd

Andina Cup 2016 Santiago, Chile May 2016 Uruguay Peru Chile

South American Cup 2016 Cali, Colombia June 2016 Argentina Brazil Colombia

Central American and Caribbean 
Championships 2016

Costa Rica October 2016 Mexico Puerto Rico El Salvador
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CLASSIFICATION IN THE AMERICAS ZONE

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

Americas Cup  
Men

AUG 2017, Columbia

Americas Cup 
Women

AUG 2017, Columbia

Qualified

Qualified

9 teams

5 teams

16 teams - men

12 teams - women

4 spots

4 spots

1. usa

1. can

usa, can, arg, bra

can, usa, bra, arg

2. can

2. usa

3. arg

3. bra

2017

3 international  
instructors

8 international  
classifiers

4 zone  
classifiers

26 national  
classifiers

12 
american zone events with 

classification panels

4 
international classification panels 

with america zone representation

5 
classification 

clinics held

4
4
16

Classifiers received their 
international classifier certification

received their zone 
classifier certification

Classifiers received their 
national classifier certification

Americas 
Classifiers

Developed protocols for a new approach to player 
and coach meetings for classifiers to follow.

Developed detailed classification guidelines to 
guide our new and existent classifiers during 

tournaments. The protocols and guidelines were 
made available in English and Spanish.

In 2017 introduced new online IWBF World 
classification database TO AMERICAS ZONE
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iwbf

asia oceania
report

Executive Committee
Saad Alazmaa KUW President

Osamu Kotaki JPN Vice-President of East Asia

Ang Kean Koo MAS Vice-President of South East Asia

Anisa Alhooti OMA Vice-President of West Asia

Lorraine Landon AUS  Vice-President of Oceania

Phatt Krissna THA Treasurer

Toufic Allouche LBN Classification Officer

Matthew Wells AUS Technical Officer

Don Perriman AUS Secretary General

Membership

AFGHANISTAN*

AUSTRALIA

BAHRAIN

CHINA

CHINESE TAIPEI

HONG KONG

INDIA*

INDONESIA*

IRAN

IRAQ

JAPAN

JORDAN

KOREA

KUWAIT

LAOS

LEBANON

MALAYSIA

MYANMAR

NEPAL

NEW ZEALAND

NORTH KOREA

OMAN

PALESTINE

PHILIPPINES

QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

SINGAPORE

SYRIA

THAILAND

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

*To be ratified as member at Congress 2018
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QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

Asia-Oceania Championship  
Men

OCT 2015, Japan

Asia-Oceania Championship  
Men

OCT 2017, China

Asia-Oceania Championship  
Women

 OCT 2015, Japan

Asia-Oceania Championship  
Men

OCT 2017, China

Qualified

Qualified

Qualified

Qualified

12 teams

14 teams

3 teams

4 teams

12 teams - men

16 teams - men

10 teams - women

12 teams - women

3 spots

4 spots

2 spots

1 spot

1. Aus

1. aus

1. chn

1. chn

aus, iri, jpn

aus, iri, jpn, kor

chn

chn, aus

2. iri

2. iri

2. aus

2. aus

3. jpn

3. jpn

3. jpn

3. jpn

competitions

2017 1st 2nd 3rd

U23 Asia Oceania Qualifying 
Tournament for Men’s U23 World 
Championships 2017 

Bangkok, Thailand January 2017 Iran Japan Australia

ASEAN Games 2017 - 5v5 Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia 

September 2017 Thailand Malaysia Philippines

ASEAN Games 2017 - 3v3 Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia

September 2017 Thailand Malaysia Philippines
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Asian Para Games 2014 

Hosted: Incheon, Korea 

First time women’s teams from Iran and South Korea competed in an international major competition. 

Women’s Development Highlights

The development camp has assisted to increase the number of women’s national teams competing. At the Central 
& East Asia Qualifying Tournament 2017 in Bangkok, Thailand. Six women’s teams competed with Afghanistan, 
Cambodia, Laos and India competing in their first major international competition.

2018 1st 2nd 3rd

Central & East Asia Qualification 
Tournament for Asian Para 
Games 2018 - Men

Bangkok, Thailand March 2018 China Thailand Malaysia

Central & East Asia Qualification 
Tournament for Asian Para 
Games 2018 - Women

Bangkok, Thailand March 2018 Iran Thailand Afghanistan

West Asia Qualification 
Tournament for Asian Para 
Games 2018

Amman, Jordan April 2018 Iraq Saudi Arabia Kuwait

New countries taking 
part included 

Nepal  
Laos 

Cambodia  
Indonesia  

Afghanistan  
Bahrain  

India

Officials 

Referee and classifier clinics held at all major tournaments.

Many new referees licenced from all over the Zone with a significant number of female referees included.

IWBF World very active with assistance at clinics.

Almost all active NOWBs now have a Zonal or International Classifier

Women’s 
Development Camp 
2017 took place in 

Chon Buri, Thailand.

80

13

participants 
attended

countries 
represented
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iwbf

europe
report

Executive Committee
Walter Pfaller AUS President

Malcolm Tarkenter GBR Vice President

Fernando Zappile ITA Treasurer

Regina Costa POR Classification

Tonia Gomez ESP  Officiating

Maurice Hammerton GBR Development

Dirk Cossaer BEL Competition

Avi Lehrmann ISR Member

Zarko Tomsic SLO Member

Frits de Jong/ Petr Tucek NED/CZE Secretary-General

Personnel

At the IWBF Europe Executive Board Meeting in Zwickau in 2016, Münir Gökmen (TUR) was co-opted to lead on 
public relations and marketing.

Petr Tucek became the new Secretary General of IWBF Europe from 1.7.2017. In April 2018, Fernando Zappile 
(ITA) was been appointed the new Vice President, replacing Malcolm Tarkenter (GBR), until the next elections in 
2019. Subsequently, member at large, Avi Lehrmann was appointed as Treasurer.

memberships

AUSTRIA

BELARUS

BELGIUM

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

BULGARIA

CROATIA

CZECH REPUBLIC

CYPRUS*

DENMARK

ESTONIA*

FINLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE

HUNGARY

IRELAND

ISRAEL

ITALY

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

NETHERLANDS

NORWAY*

POLAND

PORTUGAL

ROMANIA

RUSSIA

SERBIA

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

SLOVENIA

SPAIN

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

TURKEY

UKRAINE

*To be ratified as member at Congress 2018
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2016

Emphasis was put on marketing and creating new funding streams through sponsoring and fundraising and to 
professionalize marketing activities. 

Collaboration with a professional marketing and sales consultancy Mehr. Consulting GmbH.

 – Market research and sparring with international experts 

 – Ongoing consultancy and meetings with marketing 
commission 

 – Development and design of a new modern website to 
address potential sponsors and to attract new spectators 

 – Consultancy and development models regarding earnings 
through selling TV-rights 

 – Development and design of sales pitch

 – Development of sponsorship proposals and packages 

 – Concept and production of image spots available on You 
Tube

 – First moves regarding potential sponsors and European 
Union funding programmes 

 – Active acquisition of new partners and sponsors 06/2017-
07/2019

 – Development of a strategic outline for a crowdfunding 
campaign as an additional possibility to raise fundings.

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016European Championship  
Men

AUG 2015, Great Britain

Qualified12 teams
12 teams - men5 spots

1. gbr
gbr, tur, ger, ned, esp

2. tur 3. ger

2016 1st 2nd 3rd

Champions League Final Zwickau, Germany May 2016 CD Ilunion 
Madrid 

RSV Lahn-Dill Unipol Sai 
Briantea84 
Cantu

Women’s U25 European 
Championship

Elxleben, Germany May 2016 Great Britain Germany Turkey 

European Championship B Sarajevo, Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

July 2016 France Lithuania Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

U22 Men’s European 
Championship

Lignano, Italy January 2017 Turkey Great Britain Germany
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QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

PARALYMPIC GAMES 2016

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

European Championship  
Men

JUN 2017, Spain

European Championship  
Women

AUG 2015, Great Britain

European Championship  
Women

JUN 2017, Spain

Qualified

Qualified

Qualified

12 teams

7 teams

6 teams

16 teams - men

10 teams - women

12 teams - women

4 spots

7 spots

5 spots

1. tur

1. ger

1. ned

ger, ned, gbr, fra

tur, gbr, ger, ned, esp, pol, ita

ned, ger, gbr, fra, esp

2. gbr

2. ned

2. ger

3. ger

3. gbr

3. gbr

2017

EURO LEAGUE/CHAMPIONS CUP

A new format was introduced in 2017 for the Euro League/Champions Cup.

2017 1st 2nd 3rd

European Championships for 
Men C

Brno, Czech 
Republic

July 2017 Belgium Czech 
Republic

Ireland

Champions League Tenerife, Spain May 2017 CD Ilunion 
Madrid

MIA 
Briantea84 
Cantú

RSV Lahn-Dill

2018

CLUB COMPETITIONS

Ongoing positive development. For the first time IWBF Europe received more club-registrations for international 
club competitions 2018.

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINAL 4

Hosted: Hamburg, Germany

1st RSB Thuringia Bulls

2nd CD Ilunion Madrid

3rd Unipol Sai Briantea84 Cantú

4th RSV Lahn-Dill
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PARTNERSHIPS

Over the past four years 
IWBF has been working 
hard to develop a closer 
relationship with FIBA and 
be a big part of the wider 
basketball family.

Molten Partnership

Molten Corporation were named as IWBF’s new 
global partner and official ball supplier.

As the official game ball, Molten will supply its Molten 
GG7X and GG6X for all world competitions as well as 
the zonal qualifying tournaments directly leading up to 
them, beginning with the 2018 World Championships 
taking place in Hamburg, Germany this August.

The partnership also includes a collaboration on a 
variety of cross-promotional marketing opportunities 
to enhance the Molten brand across the sport of 
wheelchair basketball and likewise the IWBF brand. 
The three-year agreement has been built upon FIBA’s 
relationship with Molten, where previously FIBA 
supplied IWBF with Molten basketballs.

FIBA and IWBF’s increased cooperation over the past few years has gone from strength to strength, and the 
support FIBA provide, both financially and administratively, is imperative to IWBF.
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House of Basketball

A new wheelchair basketball display was unveiled in the House of Basketball Exhibition. 

The headquarters of FIBA hosts a museum which recalls the history of basketball from around the world and thanks 
to co-operation and co-ordination from the International Basketball Foundation, a wheelchair basketball display has 
been added into the exhibition.

Now sitting amongst the over 40,000 objects representing basketball’s history and culture is a presentation of 
the sport of wheelchair basketball. Visitors will be walked through a timeline of its history, co-written by Horst 
Strohkendl and Armand “Tip” Thiboutot and endorsed by Sir Philip Craven MBE, whilst also being captivated by a 
film produced by the International Paralympic Committee explaining the game of wheelchair basketball.

To bring the digital display to life, there is an elite basketball wheelchair, supplied by RGK, a company who specialise 
in making made to measure sport and day wheelchairs.

Alongside the imagery of well-known basketball athletes from the running game, there is now also life-size aluminium 
versions of wheelchair basketball stars Annika Zeyen of Germany and Canada’s Patrick Anderson, who kindly 
donated their international jerseys contributing to the 3D effect.

For the interactive area, charity Motivation, who provide wheelchairs and services for disabled people in developing 
countries, contributed a sports wheelchair to allow the visiting public a chance to sit in the wheelchair and experience 
how to drive, dribble and shoot from it.

FIBA Mid-Term Congress

FIBA’s Secretary General Patrick Baumann 
introduced IWBF as a key stakeholder for 
FIBA alongside the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) & the NBA at the FIBA Mid-
Term Congress which took place in Hong 
Kong.
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UNITED NATIONS

The Special Adviser to the United Nations Secretary-General on Sport for Development 
and Peace, Mr. Wilfrid Lemke and the President of IWBF, Ulf Mehrens, signed a ‘Letter 
of intent’ in Bremen, Germany in December 2016. The contents of the declaration is the 
intent to think, to plan and possibly to realise projects on the basis of a partnership.

The UN has already been working closely with the International Olympic Committee 
(IOC) and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) in ensuring that they unite their 
efforts to improve societies through sport.

An ideal goal for the partnership is to establish wheelchair sport as a therapeutic exercise with the focus on a feeling 
of togetherness, to revive the discussion about regional efforts to foster inclusion. As well as create new structures 
which can be self-stained without support.

ICRC and Wheelchair Basketball

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) supports 
people with disabilities worldwide. As well as providing physical 
rehabilitation services, we help people with disabilities play a full 
part in society. This includes facilitating the setting up of small 
businesses, providing vocational training and promoting sport.

The ICRC and IWBF signed a letter of intent in April 2016 to 
deepen their established partnership. The agreement is to 
support the integration and expansion of wheelchair basketball 
across the globe, and pursue our vision to broadcast the game, 
engage new audiences and create sustainable opportunities to 
practice wheelchair basketball worldwide.

The ICRC has supported wheelchair basketball programmes 
across a number of countries, including Afghanistan, South 
Sudan, Ethiopia, Cambodia and Bangladesh.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

IWBF premieres “Introduction to Wheelchair Basketball for Developing NOWBs” project in India. 

India was the first nation to host a new IWBF initiative in June 2016. Thanks in part to the financial support of the 
AGITOS Foundation, IWBF and the Wheelchair Basketball Federation of India (WBFI) delivered four modules 
covering coaching/player development, classification, officiating and governance.

This was the first programme of its kind offered by the IWBF and one that is hoped will be the first of many more 
to come.
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IWBF continues to work with IPC to ensure wheelchair basketball stays on the Summer Paralympic programme.

Over the past four years IOC and IPC have outlined the principles for a new long-term agreement between the 
organisations. 

Under this new agreement, the IOC and IPC will co-operate with the aim of:

The new agreement would run through 2032 and build on the current partnership and co-operation agreements that 
were signed prior to the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

The new agreement is very important for both the Paralympic movement and our sport. If the IPC and IOC continue 
to work closely together to help enhance the visibility of the Paralympic Games and disability sport this can only 
continue to have a positive impact on wheelchair basketball as we look to reach more countries and introduce our 
great sport to new audiences.

Almost 16 years after becoming International Paralympic 
Committee (IPC) President, Sir Philip Craven stepped down after 
transforming the Paralympic Movement beyond all recognition. 

Andrew Parsons of Brazil was elected as the International 
Paralympic Committee’s (IPC) new President and we hope to 
welcome him to the 2018 World Championships.

international paralympic committee

IWBF is the world governing body for wheelchair 
basketball. It is recognized by the International 
Paralympic Committee (IPC) as the sole competent 
authority in wheelchair basketball worldwide

Deepening existing co-operation, specifically on 
the implementation of Olympic Agenda 2020, the 
strategic roadmap of the future for the Olympic 
Movement;

Ensuring the financial stability and long-term 
viability of the IPC, the Paralympic Games and the 
Paralympic Movement.

Increasing the visibility of the Paralympic Games 
and enhancing the Paralympic brand;
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IWBF PRESIDENTS 
1992 - today

ONE PLACE - THREE PRESIDENTS: 
Left: Sir Philip Craven - first IWBF President (1992 - 2002), IPC President 2001-2017

Right: Mrs Maureen Orchard - second IWBF President (2002 - 2014), IWBF Secretary General (2002 - 2018)

Middle: Mr Ulf Mehrens - current third IWBF President (2014 - today) 
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IWBF c/o FIBA
Route Suisse 5

PO Box 29
1295 Mies
Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 545 00 00
Fax: +41 22 545 00 99

www.iwbf.org


